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Space Industry Act heralds UK
sovereign launch capability
ith the granting of
Royal Assent to the
Space Industry Act
2018, the UK is taking legislative
steps to regain sovereign launch
capacity. The Space Industry
Act (SIA) represents an
ambitious attempt to reestablish independent launch
capacity and a launch facility
within the UK to complement its
burgeoning small satellite
industry.
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The SIA is intended to create
the necessary legal framework
for the expansion and growth of
the UK space industry. The
drafters of the legislation have
tried to respond to the demands
of the space industry, sacrificing
detail and scrutiny upfront for
flexibility in the future.
Significantly the SIA provides
authority and the bare bones of
a regulatory framework for the
authorisation of launches from
within the UK. There is provision
within the SIA for the creation
and management of spaceports.
Artist's impression of vertical
launch from UK spaceport. Image
courtesy of Lockheed Martin

Indeed, to this end, the bulk of
the SIA resembles a piece of
planning legislation.
However, turning to the new
licencing and liability regime,
there is no detail in the Act explaining how this will operate in
practice. It appears that such
operational matters will be
fleshed out by means of delegated legislation.
The draft regulations for these
delegated powers have not yet
been promulgated and this lack
of detail provoked some controversy during the passage of the
SIA through parliament. The Government’s view is that the legislation needs to be flexible.
l Full report page 6

Addressing concerns of space
debris in catastrophic collisions
here is growing concern
that the ever-increasing
population of space objects and, consequently, space
debris may lead to catastrophic
collisions which may lead to a
further increase in orbital debris,
threatening future launches and
space missions.
After nearly 60 years of space
exploration, the Space Surveillance Network is tracking more
than 750,000 pieces of debris.
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The IADC has laid down guidelines for space debris mitigation.
These guidelines, which became
the basis for the space debris
mitigation guidelines developed
and adopted by UNCOPUOS in
2009, establish a series of measures and good practices aimed
at reducing the risk of creation
of debris.
These guidelines, however,
are voluntary in nature and not
legally binding under interna-
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tional law. Consequently, no binding international norms regulating space debris exist today,
which is a problem.
l Full report page 10
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Boeing invests in
Isotropic Systems
B

oeing has announced its
investment in Isotropic
Systems, a Londonbased startup pioneering
next-generation solutions to
better connect people and
enterprises around the globe.
By taking advantage of
optical beam steering,
Isotropic's innovative user
terminals can simultaneously
connect with several different
satellites without increasing
cost or complexity. This
capability will help enable lowcost, mass-market broadband
connectivity for consumers and
help companies meet growing
demand for satellite data,
mobility and broadband
services even in the most
remote places.
“Isotropic’s solution allows
for increased capabilities at
reduced costs for satellite
service providers,” said Brian
Schettler, managing director of
Boeing HorizonX Ventures.
“This investment accelerates
the expansion of space-based
connectivity services to the
mass market and continues

Boeing’s leadership in space
innovation.”
Founded in 2013 by chief
executive officer John Finney, a
former founding member of
O3b Networks, Isotropic has
redefined the approach to mass
distribution of satellite
broadband through affordable
infrastructure. “With Boeing, we
aim to connect individuals and
enterprises on a scale that has
never been seen before," said
Finney. “That legacy of true
global connection will define our
generation.”
Isotropic joins Boeing
subsidiary Millennium Space
Systems and Boeing HorizonX

Ventures portfolio startups
Myriota, BridgeSat Inc. and
Accion Systems in advancing
the company’s satellite and
space-based capabilities.
Isotropic is the second UKbased startup to join the
HorizonX portfolio, following
investment in Reaction Engines
in April 2018.
“This investment is another
indication of the strength of the
UK's aerospace and technology
sectors, and Boeing’s
commitment to growing in the
UK,” said Sir Michael Arthur,
president of Boeing Europe and
managing director of Boeing UK
and Ireland.

Contract to
satellite bus
irbus Defense and
Space Inc. has been
awarded a contract
from the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) to develop a satellite
bus in support of the
Blackjack program.
DARPA describes the
Blackjack program as an
architecture demonstration
intending to show the military
utility of global low-earth orbit
constellations and mesh
networks of lower size, weight
and cost. DARPA wants to buy
commercial satellite buses
and pair them with military
sensors and payloads. The
bus drives each satellite by
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Sector deal questions in House of Commons
he Minister for
Universities, Science,
Research and Innovation,
Chris Skidmore, fielded
questions on the Space Sector
Deal and the Government’s
support in general for the UK
space industry earlier this
month.
Questioned by Mark Garnier,
Conservative MP for Wyre
Forest, Mr Skidmore noted that
space capabilities are
fundamental to UK prosperity
and security, while many of the
parts of the UK’s critical
infrastructure – from
telecommunications to
transport – also depend on
services from space to operate
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effectively. “That is why the
space sector is designated as a
critical national infrastructure
sector, with efforts focused on
improving the security of our
critical assets,” he said.

He continued: “The sector
currently employs around
38,500 people and has grown
significantly since 1999-2000,
when 14,651 were working in the
sector. That represents an

annual growth rate of 6.7%. The
UK has committed to ensuring
that we grow our share of the
global space market to 10% by
2030. That offers huge potential
for increasing not just our share
of the market, but the UK’s
prosperity and productivity.
“I hope that the ‘Prosperity
from Space’ report, which was
published by the space sector
and my predecessor, will lead to
a deal for the space sector and,
potentially, to investigation of a
national space programme.”
He added that Brexit would
not impact on the UK’s
commitment to the ESA, as this
is independent of the UK’s
relationship with the EU.
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develop constellation
awarded to Airbus
generating power, controlling
attitude, providing propulsion,
transmitting spacecraft
telemetry, and providing
general payload
accommodation including
mounting locations for the
military sensors.
“Airbus has previously coinvested hundreds of millions
of dollars in high-rate
manufacturing technology
and supply chain logistics to
build large constellations of
small satellites,” said Tim
Deaver, director of US space

programs at Airbus Defense
and Space. “Airbus is
committed to growing
manufacturing capability in
the US and our government
customers can leverage this
commercial capability to
develop low-earth orbit
constellations to complement
large existing systems.”

‘Managed’ no-deal
Brexit won’t be enough
DS senior economist
Aimie Stone has voiced
concerns that a
‘managed’ no-deal – described
by some as preferable to the
negotiated deal – is not enough
to support UK businesses, and
leaves a considerable number of
priority issues to be addressed.
She noted that while the UK
Government has a communication pack to support
businesses in the event of a
no-deal scenario, the European
Commission (EC) has implemented a no-deal contingency
action plan, designed not to
replicate the benefits of EU
membership but to support
member states and ensure
status quo in a few sectors and
only until the end of 2019,
meaning there would still be
significant disruption for UK
businesses more widely.
The EU has always insisted
on the need of a Withdrawal
Agreement as a precursor to
future talks; a ‘managed’ no deal
fails to provide this. It also fails
to address the priorities
identified by member states: the
rights of EU citizens, the Brexit
bill and the Irish border. Under a
‘managed no-deal’ there are
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major challenges, not least of
which is that the UK is left
without a set of recognised
regulatory standards with the EU
and sub sequentially many UK
issued certificates, licenses,
registrations and authorisations
would no longer be valid in the
EU and EEA.
Further, there will be new
costs for businesses who trade
across the UK-EU border as
goods become subject to
customs declarations, checks,
controls, and certain duties and
taxes with business expected to
pick up the cost. Even in a
‘managed no-deal’ this would
cause new delays at borders due
to the checking of paperwork.
In addition, there is no formal
arrangement for collaboration
on defence activities, including
participation in R&D and
industrial development
programmes.
EC contingency plans do
outline an intention to put in
place emergency unilateral
measures on air services and
aviation safety, but a ‘managed’
no-deal is reliant on the EU
extending a sense of extreme
goodwill to the UK and currently
has limited legal certainty.

First satellite capable of being reprogrammed
after launch leaves the UK for assembly and test
ommissioned by Eutelsat
and built in Britain by
Airbus and Surrey
Satellite Technology (SSTL) in
Portsmouth and Guildford,
Eutelsat Quantum will be able to
adapt to new demands in
coverage, bandwidth, power and
frequency, enabling it to operate
from any orbital slot depending
on changing market conditions.
The development of the core
technologies integrated into
Eutelsat Quantum is supported
by the UK Space Agency and the
European Space Agency within
the framework of a PublicPrivate Partnership.
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UK Space Agency CEO Dr
Graham Turnock said: “Communications satellites like Eutelsat
Quantum that can be reprogrammed to adapt coverage
and connectivity in orbit could
until recently be considered the
stuff of science fiction.”
SSTL managing director
Sarah Parker said: “The
completion of our work on the
Eutelsat Quantum satellite
platform is an important
milestone for SSTL as it
represents our first venture into
the global commercial telecoms
satellite market. The design and
assembly of this innovative

spacecraft has enabled us to
advance the knowledge and
skills required to develop highly
capable satellite products for

the evolving telecoms market,
where we are now actively
engaged in seeking new
opportunities.
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Global defence spending rises
at fastest rate for a decade
G

lobal defence
expenditure grew 4.9%
in 2018, the fastest
growth rate since 2008,
according to the annual Jane’s
Defence Budget report, released
by IHS Markit. That represented
the ﬁfth consecutive year of
growth, to reach a total of $1.78
trillion in 2018, signiﬁcantly
exceeding the post-Cold War
record of $1.69 trillion in 2010.
Fuelling this increase was a
5.8%, $54 billion boost to NATO
spending largely due to higher
defence spending in the US. And
it is forecast that overall NATO
defence expenditure will exceed
$1 trillion in 2019.
“Following a challenging
period for NATO members in the
wake of the global ﬁnancial
crisis, countries have begun to
increase defence spending
again, in response to emerging
threats,” said Fenella McGerty,
principal analyst at Jane’s. “This
has slowed the rebalance in
defence expenditure toward
emerging markets.”
Jane’s projects that global
defence spending growth will
moderate to a level of around
2% per year over the next ﬁve
years as budget increases in
Europe and North America slow
and emerging markets again
become the key source of
growth.
“In 2018, we’ve seen a
reversal of recent trends with
Western states driving growth,”
said Craig Caffrey, principal
analyst at Jane’s. “Going forward
we still see Asia and the Middle
East as the key sources of
sustainable increases in defence
spending.” In 2010, NATO
member spending accounted for
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Country
USA
China
India
UK
France
Saudi Arabia
Russia
Japan
Germany
South Korea
Australia
Brazil
Italy
UAE
Canada
Israel
Iran
Taiwan
Spain
Pakistan

two thirds of global defence
expenditure. As emerging
markets expanded and
developed economies
implemented cuts over the
decade, the balance of global
defence expenditure shifted
dramatically.
The NATO share of
expenditure steadily declined to
just 55% in 2017 with non-NATO
spending on track to surpass
NATO expenditure by the early2020s. “As 24 of the 29 NATO
members increased their
defence budget in 2018, the
decline in the NATO share of
global spending has stalled,”
McGerty said. “The
recommitment to defence in
Western states means the global
balance of expenditure between
NATO and non-NATO markets is
now more likely to shift from the
mid-2020s.”

2017
656.7
191.2
61.2
57.0
52.5
52.1
50.9
48.3
43.5
38.0
32.1
28.9
26.7
19.3
16.5
16.4
16.2
14.6
14.4
12.0

Nine NATO members will
reach the 2% of GDP
benchmark for defence
expenditure in 2019 – compared
to just four members in 2014.
These countries are the US,
Greece, Estonia, Lithuania, the
UK, Poland, France, Latvia and
Romania.
US defence spending
increased by $46 billion in 2018
to reach $702.5 billion as the
Pentagon sought to improve
military readiness and bolster
missile defence capabilities. The
7% boost to the Pentagon’s
budget represents the largest
increase in US defence spending
since 2008.
Western European defence
spending increased for the third
consecutive year in 2018 to
reach $248 billion – 2.4% higher
than 2017. In 2019, regional
spending should exceed pre-

Country
USA
China
India
UK
Saudi Arabia
France
Russia
Japan
Germany
South Korea
Australia
Brazil
Italy
UAE
Iran
Canada
Israel
Spain
Taiwan
Turkey

2018
702.5
207.2
62.1
58.4
56.0
53.6
51.6
45.1
44.5
39.1
32.0
29.9
27.2
21.4
17.4
16.1
16.0
15.3
14.5
13.0

ﬁnancial crisis levels as growth
accelerates to 3.6% driven by a
major 11% increase in the
German defence budget.
“As ﬁscal balances have
improved, countries are able to
respond to a markedly poorer
security environment and
address the capability gaps that
have emerged,” McGerty said.
“European defence cooperation
is also a driving factor as
countries look to bolster
domestic capabilities but also
partner on new technologies, all
of which requires greater
investment.”
While the outlook for defence
spending growth in Europe
appears on an upward trend, this
hinges on a stable UK defence
budget and therefore upon the
outcome of Brexit negotiations
and the impact on the UK
economy.
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Newport, Wales
24-26 September 2019
Wales will play host to the 2019 UK Space Conference.
This biennial flagship event brings together the entire space
community, including government, industry, academia, research
and financial communities. The conference will offer the space
community unrivalled opportunities to meet, network, do business
and shape the landscape for the coming years.

The event will be held at the
International Convention Centre (ICC)
Newport, Wales

The UK Space Conference is considered the most influential event for the space community, bringing
together government, industry and academia, to build links, share opportunities and address mutual
concerns at a crucial time of unprecedented change and growth for the sector.
The 2019 conference is set to be the biggest and
most significant event to date with over 1,200
delegates anticipated. The ICC Wales, an £84
million investment development, is due to open
shortly before the 2019 event. This biennial
conference has been held previously in Glasgow,
Liverpool and Manchester, with the first held in
2011 in Warwick.
The UK Space Conference provides a vital forum
for the UK space sector, academia and policy
makers to network, debate, form new
collaborations, and do business.
For further information, please contact
the event team:
E: info@ukspace2019.co.uk
T: +44 (0)117 906 4573
Twitter: #ukspace2019
follow @ukspace2019

“

We are working with the space
sector to build on our significant
capability and maximise the benefits
of space to life on Earth, creating jobs
and opportunities across the country.
The UK Space Conference is a
fantastic event for sparking the kind of
collaborations and partnerships that
will help our sector grow. I am
delighted that Wales will be hosting
the 2019 conference and I’m sure it
will build on the huge success of the
2017 conference in Manchester.
Dr Graham Turnock
CEO, UK Space Agency

”

Legislation

Space Industry Act heralds
sovereign launch capability
W

ith the granting of Royal Assent to
the Space Industry Act 2018, the
UK is taking legislative steps to
regain sovereign launch capacity. The Space
Industry Act (SIA) represents an ambitious
attempt to re-establish independent launch
capacity and a launch facility within the UK to
complement its burgeoning small satellite
industry.
The SIA is undoubtedly a signiﬁcant piece
of domestic space law, providing the ﬁrst
major overhaul in the regulation of UK space
activity for a generation. Parliament’s
approach to the level of detail within Space
Industry has clearly been informed by general
criticisms regarding the inadequacy of the
regulatory regime that existed previously.
Despite the breadth of topics, the SIA is, in
fact, somewhat skeletal in terms of the
details. Rather, it represents a framework
upon which to build rather than the deﬁnitive
last word on the regulation of space activities
within the UK.

Existing regulatory regime
With the signiﬁcant shift in the nature of the
small satellite market, the bread and butter
of the UK space manufacturing industry, it is
predicted that there will be a tenfold increase
worldwide in small satellite payloads being
launched into low Earth orbit. At the forefront
of this is the mega constellation revolution,
whereby large, expensive satellites are
replaced with a ﬂeet of easily replaced
smallsats.
This changing landscape posed severe
challenges for the antecedent regulatory
regime under the Outer Space Act 1986. The
regulatory burden that the OSA imposes
upon (especially but not exclusively) small
space start-ups is considerable and has been

SPACE INDUSTRY ACT 2018 IN BRIEF

28 October 1971 remains the only time that the United Kingdom has successfully
launched a satellite into Earth orbit by means of a launch vehicle developed within the UK

In doing so it became the sixth nation to attain this capability. Unlike the others, however,
the UK took the decision to abandon this capability, citing cost of development and the
existence of alternative, cheaper arrangements with other states
Now UK is taking legislative steps to regain sovereign launch capacity
The Space Industry Act received Royal Assent on 15 March 2018
It is a major milestone in establishing the environment for safe, responsible and
commercial operations from UK spaceports
It is the result of collaboration across UK Government departments
Safety of the uninvolved general public is at the heart of this Act
The Act’s provisions also ensure that spaceﬂight activity taking place from the UK is
carried out in compliance with the UN space treaties

extensively criticised as disproportionately
disadvantaging UK manufacturing.
The UK Space Agency recognised that the
OSA regulatory regime was not well suited to
deal with Cubesats. The rigorous and
expensive assessment process – during
which there would be a ﬁnancial, safety and
environmental assessment of the application
– was extremely onerous on small start-up
companies.
The main criticism of OSA, however,
concerned the insurance requirements for
satellite operators. This imposes an obligation
upon all applicants (irrespective of the nature
of the project) to indemnify the government
fully against any third-party liability claims
brought as a result of damage or loss arising
out of activities. Despite being amended in
2015 to cap liability in most cases at

DEFINING RISK WITH THE TRAFFIC LIGHT SYSTEM
Unacceptable risk

Uncertain risk

Acceptable risk

Operator is advised not to apply for a licence for this
mission
Operator is asked to make modiﬁcations or to provide
further information
Operator is informed that, based on the information
provided up to this point, the granting of a licence is likely

l The traffic light system is a new pre-application licensing process for satellite
operators. It gives prospective applicants an early indication of how likely it is that
their mission would be granted a UK licence. Depending on the mission, it may also
result in a tailored, more streamlined application process. It is expected to be
particularly helpful to new entrants to the UK space sector
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€60million, this still meant an additional
burden
imposed
on
UK
satellite
manufacturers that was not always imposed
by other jurisdictions.
This concern was echoed by the
Regulatory Policy Committee, which stated
“the treatment of contingent liabilities under
the Act is inconsistent with practice in other
space faring nations and in other UK sectors
that have comparable contingent liabilities.”

The need for spaceports
It is clear, then, that the UK regulatory
framework was not adequately equipped to
deal with small, agile start-up companies that
will not have the money or other resources to
fulﬁll the licencing requirements. In addition
there is a lack of availability of primary
payloads, with some small sat customers
waiting 18 months before a suitable launch
platform becomes available.
Further, there is increasing momentum
around the world for states to develop a
sovereign launch capacity. More cynically,
perhaps, it might also be viewed as an
attempt by the UK Government to
demonstrate that Britain is still ‘open for
business’ despite the political turmoil
surrounding the UK exit from the EU.
In May 2016 the UK Space Agency
announced that, to ‘avoid restricting the
development of the UK (launch) market, the
Government will create the regulatory
conditions for any suitable location that
wishes to become a spaceport to take the

www.spaceindustrybulletin.com
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A FRAMEWORK FOR MODELLING OVERALL (FINANCIAL) RISK
Initial orbital
environment data
l Background population
l System implementation
(eg constellation
architecture)
l Spacecraft
speciﬁcations

Time dependent orbital
environment
data/models
l SRP
l Atmospheric conditions
l CONOPS input

What is the
probability of
a particular
scenario
occurring?

Orbital environment
scenario probability
model

Physics: time-dependent
physics models
l Propagators
l Collision/interaction
models
l Fragmentation

What are
the expected
losses?

Pi

Probability Pi of
ith scenario

Scenario
physical
impact,
eg assets
damaged

Statistical analysis
l Uncertainty
quantiﬁcation
l Sensitivity analysis
l Data ensembles

Pi, Vi pairs

Law of total
probability

Initial asset value
l Cost of spacecraft
l Launch cost

Time dependent asset
value data/models
l Revenue
l Depreciation

Dynamic economic
models
l Redundancy
l State/company
economic interactions
l Non-linear repercussions

Orbital environment
scenario impact
model

Vi

Value of loss, Vp
of ith scenario
(eg impact)

What is the
cost of a
particular
scenario?

opportunity to develop and attract commercial space business.’ This decision shifted the
model for funding for spaceports away from
signiﬁcant state support. The focus instead
would be upon any site providing a business
case to secure commercial funding.
Then in February 2017 the Draft
Spaceﬂight Bill was unveiled. Observers
within the UK space industry responded
positively, praising the ambition of the Bill and
the focus on the needs of the small satellite
market. During the parliamentary passage of
the Bill (renamed the Space Industry Bill),
some members of the science and
technology committee questioned whether
the insurance and indemnity provisions of the
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Determine loss
distribution for
probability of
scenario

Bill would, in fact, not inhibit commercial
ambitions. Speciﬁcally, it was highlighted that
insurance requirements on individual
satellites would be wholly impractical for
multiple satellite constellations.
As the Bill continued its passage through
Parliament, attempts at imposing a
mandatory cap on liability to indemnify the
government from liability were unsuccessful.
In the end, the ﬁnal provisions of the SIA left
this question to be resolved by public
consultation and then enacted by means of
delegated legislation.
The SIA begins by deﬁning the scope of
‘spaceﬂight activities’ that are to be covered.
International space law provides no concrete

deﬁnition of where outer space begins. As the
SIA is looking to cover both sub-orbital
activity and outer space activity there is a
need to provide deﬁnitional certainty. Suborbital activity is deﬁned in s1(5) as applying
to a rocket or craft capable of operating above
the stratosphere or a balloon capable of
carrying crew or passengers.
The more readily understood ‘space
activity’ is covered in s1(4) and covers the
launching (or procurement of the launch or
return to earth) of a space object, operating a
space object or any activity in outer space.
The challenge, recognised here, is that
existing space laws have evolved around (and
are predicated upon) the use of vertical
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(rocket) launches to access space. The UK
has, however, invested signiﬁcantly in
promoting the development of horizontal
launch and sub-orbital spacecraft. These
horizontal launch platforms ‘intersect civil
aviation law (during their launch) and space
law (while operating in space)’.
The coverage of both sub-orbital and
space activities within the SIA is intended to
include horizontal launch craft that mimic
aircraft that use airspace. It is not intending
to replace the existing Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) regulatory framework for these craft;
rather it will augment the regulation of
airspace up to the air/space boundary.
The SIA, therefore utilises the existing
frameworks for governing both space and
airspace in a twin track approach to
regulation. The ﬁrst regulatory pathway is
provided by the aforementioned, pre-existing
Outer Space Act 1986, whereby UK space
activities that occur overseas and are
launched overseas are authorised, licenced
and supervised via the provisions of the OSA
1986.
The SIA creates a second pathway
focusing on licencing, authorisation and
supervision for UK space activities that are
launched from within the UK. The regulation
will be by means of a tripartite relationship
between the HSE (for the ground operations),
the CAA (for sub-orbital activities) and the UK
Space Agency (for space activity). The SIA
also lays the foundations for regulating the,
as yet non-existent, space tourism industry.

Regulation on launches
Perhaps of more signiﬁcance the SIA
provides authority and the bare bones of a
regulatory framework for the authorisation of
launches from within the UK. There is
provision within the SIA for the creation and
management of spaceports. Indeed, to this
end, the bulk of the SIA resembles a piece of
planning legislation. There is provision for the
development and operation of Range control
services, powers in relation to land that will be
used for spaceports, safety and security at
spaceports and provisions for ensuring that
licences will not be granted unless the
operator has submitted an environmental
impact assessment.
The requirement of consideration of
environmental impact assessments is a
welcome nod to the environmental impact of
space activity. This is particularly germane as
smallsat market growth predictions are
almost exclusively focusing upon LEO – an
area of space already under strain from over
exploitation. Considering that, upon the
passing of the SIA, the UK Government
declared it to be “the most modern piece of
space industry regulation anywhere in the
world” there is little mention of the impact of
space activity upon the delicate space
environment. The draft Bill was amended
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WEAKNESSES OF THE EXISTING REGULATORY REGIME
The central trunk of international space
law is the Outer Space Treaty 1967. That
treaty places requirements on individual
signatory States to authorise, licence,
supervise and register all of their own
space activity. It also imposes liability for
damage caused by their space objects
onto signatory states and gives
responsibilities for jurisdiction and control
of all of its registered space objects.
When examining the origins of the SIA, it is
possible to identify a number of reasons
why the UK government decided to revisit
the regulation of UK space activity. First, it
during its passage through Parliament so that
regulators had to “have regard to the space
debris mitigation guidelines.” Although
included in the ﬁnal iteration of the Act, the
provision in Schedule 1, Para 1(f) is only made
with reference to particular conditions that
may be included in licences. It is
disappointing that the UK Government did
not take the opportunity to include genuinely
innovative approaches to managing the
threat to the delicate space environment.
There is no detail in the Act explaining how
the new licencing and liability regime will
operate in practice. It appears that such
operational matters will be ﬂeshed out by
means of delegated legislation. The draft
regulations for these delegated powers have
not yet been promulgated and this lack of
detail provoked some controversy during the
passage of the SIA through parliament.
The UK Government’s position, reﬂected
in the terms of the SIA, is that the legislation
needs to be ﬂexible in order to cover
developments in technology. There is some
justiﬁcation for this view even if presently this
leaves the SIA short on crucial detail. As has
already been mentioned, the liability issues
and the need for capping the amount that a
company needs to provide insurance cover
was a frequent source of criticism levelled at
the OSA.
With other countries capping liability, the
capping of liability is viewed as a key
prerequisite for growth within the space
industry. The UK Government stated in the
policy scoping notes for the Space Industry
Bill that the government will cap to “the
minimum extent necessary to address
market failure in terms of the availability of
affordable insurance.”

Conclusion
There is little doubt that the previous UK
regulatory framework needed urgent
remedial action in order for the UK space
industry to remain competitive. The SIA
employs a curious combination of revolution
and evolution to try and effect that change.

is predicted that there will be a tenfold
increase worldwide in small satellite
payloads being launched into low Earth
orbit (LEO). This changing landscape
posed severe challenges for the
antecedent regulatory regime under the
Outer Space Act 1986.
The regulatory burden that the OSA
imposes upon (especially but not
exclusively) small space start-ups is
considerable and has been extensively
criticised as disproportionately
disadvantaging UK manufacturing

Working with the existing expertise of the
regulators at the HSE and CAA is a sensible
use of resources and will provide the UK
Space Agency with much needed support in
the regulation of the emerging multi-sectored
space industry.
The changing nature of space activity,
intersecting air and space law, meant that no
existing model of regulation was likely to be
satisfactory. It is of great disappointment that
the Government did not use this opportunity
to revolutionise the environmental protection
of outer space. The Space Industry Act
represented an ideal opportunity for the UK
to take moral leadership in the protection of
the orbits of the Earth that are so vital to the
predicted economic growth. It is an
opportunity that, sadly, has been missed.
The main area of concern for industry
remains the lack of clarity regarding liability
and insurance. It is, perhaps unsurprising that
the Government has issued a call for evidence
regarding these issues. The SIA does,
however, put in place, the legal framework for
launch infrastructure to be created within the
UK and a sovereign launch system to be
developed alongside an active UK spaceport
(or indeed multiple spaceports).
The SIA is intended to create the
necessary legal framework for the expansion
and growth of the UK space industry. In an
industry that is subject to such rapid change
and accelerated development, once the UK
Government decided to utilise existing
institutions and frameworks, it is difﬁcult to
see what else could have been done. The
drafters of the legislation have tried to
respond to the demands of the space
industry, sacriﬁcing detail and scrutiny
upfront for ﬂexibility in the future. Providing
concerns regarding liability and insurance are
addressed, it will be over to the UK space
industry to deliver that growth.
l Author Christopher Newman is
professor of space law and policy,
Northumbria Law School, Northumbria
University at Newcastle
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Future missions
ESA MISSIONS IN DEVELOPMENT
NEOSAT
Scheduled launch date: 2019
Neosat is dedicated to developing, qualifying and validating next-generation satellite platforms for the core
satcom market. A crucial objective for Neosat is to reduce the cost of a satellite in orbit by 30%, compared
with today’s designs, by the end of the decade. Existing and new technologies will be used in innovative ways
with economies of scale achieved through creating a common supply chain for the satellite prime contractors.
QUANTUM
Scheduled launch date: 2019
Eutelsat Quantum represents a shift from custom-designed, one-off payloads to a more generic approach,
resulting in reduced cost and time through a modular and scalable answer to the payload speciﬁcation, design,
technology and manufacturing. It will also be capable of unprecedented in-orbit re-conﬁgurability in coverage,
frequency and power, allowing complete mission rehaul, including orbital position.
SAT-AIS
Scheduled launch date: 2019
ESA will improve satellite-based ship identiﬁcation and tracking in partnership with the European Maritime
Safety Agency and exactEarth to meet the requirements of users, particularly those of government agencies
such as coastal administrations. The ship’s identity is recorded and decoded by the satellite then sent to ground
stations for further processing and distribution.
BIOMASS
Scheduled launch date: 2020
The Earth Explorer Biomass mission addresses one of the most fundamental questions in our understanding
of the land component in the Earth system: what is the status of our forests, as represented by the distribution
of biomass and how is forest biomass changing?

SOLAR ORBITER
Scheduled launch date: 2020
ESA’s Solar Orbiter mission is conceived to perform a close-up study of our Sun and inner heliosphere - the
uncharted innermost regions of our Solar System- to better understand, and even predict, the unruly behaviour
of the star on which our lives depend. At its closest point, the spacecraft will be closer to the Sun than any
previous spacecraft. It will provide unique data and imagery of the Sun.
ELECTRA
Scheduled launch date: 2021
Electra will support European satellite industry in developing, launching and validating in orbit a full electricpropulsion telecommunications satellite in the 3-tonne launch mass range. Electra can offer power
consumption and communication capabilities equal to those offered by larger mid-size satellites while keeping
the launch mass low enough for small launcher vehicles.
METEOSAT THIRD GENERATION
Scheduled launch date: 2021
Meteosat Third Generation (MTG) Imaging and Sounding satellites. The space segment procurement will
include four MTG-I imaging and two MTG-S sounding satellites.

NASA MISSIONS IN DEVELOPMENT
EUCLID
Scheduled launch date: 2020
Euclid, a planned mission to investigate the profound cosmic mysteries of dark matter and dark energy, has
passed its preliminary design review. This clears the way for construction to begin. Euclid is a European Space
Agency mission with important contributions from NASA, including infrared detectors for one instrument and
science and data analysis.
WIDE FIELD INFRARED SURVEY TELESCOPE
Scheduled launch date: 2020
the Wide Field InfraRed Survey Telescope (WFIRST) is a NASA observatory designed to settle essential
questions in the areas of dark energy, exoplanets, and infrared astrophysics. The telescope has a primary mirror
that is 2.4 meters in diameter (7.9 feet), and is the same size as the Hubble Space Telescope's primary mirror.
WFIRST will have two instruments, the Wide Field Instrument, and the Coronagraph Instrument.

NASA MISSIONS IN DEVELOPMENT
GSLV-F10/CHANDRAYAAN-2
Scheduled launch date: 2019
Chandrayaan-2, India's second mission to the Moon is a totally indigenous mission comprising of an Orbiter,
Lander and Rover. After reaching the 100 km lunar orbit, the Lander housing the Rover will separate from the
Orbiter. After a controlled descent, the Lander will soft land on the lunar surface at a speciﬁed site and deploy
a Rover. The instruments on the rover will observe the lunar surface and send back data.
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Addressing concerns of space
debris in catastrophic collisions
ith the development of efficient
launch vehicles and cost-effective
small satellite technology, the
democratisation of space has been facilitated
by easing the access to space. More agencies
are able to send their payloads in space at a
rate which is economically feasible.
There is a growing trend towards the
privatisation and commercialisation of space
activities, a phenomenon frequently referred
to as New Space Economy. With clear
democratisation of space, more space
agencies
and
most
notably
nongovernmental entities are starting to provide
services in space which have a commercial
value. Indiscriminately, the population of
artificial satellites launched by these new
space actors will keep on increasing at much
higher rates than the estimated previously.
A question might arise: what happens to
the objects we launch into space? What
happens to a spacecraft or satellite after their
mission is over? A satellite, like any other
machine, will stop working beyond its life,
essentially becoming junk in space. Like all
other space objects orbiting the planet, they
will keep orbiting and adding up to the
population of the mass that already orbits the
planet.
Today, telecommunication satellites are
launched and placed into geosynchronous
(GSO) and geostationary (GEO) orbits to
ensure global and real-time coverage. In GSO,
satellites travel in a circular path around the
Earth at an altitude of around 35,786 km, at
any inclination in an orbit which synchronises
with the rotation of the Earth.
In GEO, although the space objects travel
at the same altitude as they do in GSO, they
travel in a circular path around the planet in
the plane of the equator. This one special
characteristic makes it unique from GSO. By
placing a satellite in this position, it appears

W

MITIGATING THE RISKS
The possible mitigations to the space
debris risks are:
l Prevention through regulation or
adoption of standards
l Collision avoidance: tracking and
manoeuvring of space objects during
mission lifetime;
l Disposing of the satellite post
mission-lifetime, including removing
space objects through dedicated
missions to remove defunct satellites
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MONTHLY NUMBER OF OBJECTS IN EARTH ORBIT BY OBJECT TYPE

Source: NASA using data from the US Space Surveillance Network

from any given point on Earth to be
stationary, which is perfect for communication purposes. A constellation of just three
equidistant communication satellites in the
same orbit is enough to ensure full coverage
of the Earth.

Larger constellations
However, the low Earth orbit (LEO), ranging
from the very edge of outer space up to
approximately 2,000 km above the Earth’s
surface, has certain advantages. Launching
an object into LEO is much more costeffective since the energy required for placing
a constellation there is substantially smaller
than placing an object in GSO. The main
issue, however, is that in order to ensure the
same coverage as offered by constellations in
GEO/GSO, the number of satellites has to be
much higher than constellations in GEO/GSO.
That is because satellites in LEO have a small
momentary field of view, only able to observe
and communicate with a fraction of the Earth
at a time.
Therefore, the present infrastructure
demands for an upsurge in the number of
satellites within a constellation or a very large
satellite constellation, as known as ‘megaconstellations’. SpaceX’s Starlink and
OneWeb large satellite constellations are two
of the furthest developed projects in this field.
Some of the other companies joining this

venture include Boeing, Samsung, and
Telesat. These constellations will be placed in
LEO and Middle Earth Orbit (MEO).
The size of each of these constellations
varies from about 200 up to 4,000 satellites.
In November 2018, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) approved SpaceX
to launch about 7,500 broadband satellites.
Large satellite constellations will be
accompanied by mass-manufacturing of
small satellites and an increase in the number
of launches per year. In 2017, OneWeb
satellites inaugurated its assembly line in
Toulouse, which is a joint venture between
OneWeb and Airbus Defence and Space.
Looking at the current debris population
models, and present debris mitigation
guidelines, the current scenario poses a
serious risk to the sustainability of megaconstellations, as the current guidelines allow
for a 10% failure rate, which is not acceptable
under such space-traffic conditions in the
LEO and the present orbital debris
environment. It also a question of future
sustainability of space missions. The term
‘space debris’ is used to define any nonoperational satellites, spacecraft, and parts
thereof which remain in their orbits even after
the end of their operational time.
There is a serious concern that the everincreasing population of space objects and,
consequently, space debris may lead to
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MEAN ORBIT ALTITUDE VERSUS FREQUENCY OF SATELLITES AND DEBRIS IN LEO

Small satellite injection orbits since 2010
Tracked objects (excluding small satellites)

Source: Jonathan McDowell, based on orbital data provided by Space-Track.org and other sources. The small satellite
injection orbits include al launches since 2010 and is therefore a conservative estimate as many will have returned to earth

catastrophic collisions which may lead to a
further increase in orbital debris, threatening
future launches and space missions. In 1978,
NASA scientist Don Kessler proposed the
Kessler syndrome. The theory predicts that
impacts will become more and more
common and create tinier non-trackable bits
of debris to clog up space around the Earth.
The collisions can be classified as
negligible non-catastrophic; non-catastrophic; and catastrophic collisions, depending
upon the scale of debris produced and their
effects in short term and long term durations.
An example of catastrophic collision is the
2009 collision between US Iridium-33
satellite and the Russian satellite Cosmos
2251. It resulted in an estimated 1,500
traceable objects and other small
untraceable debris.

Quantifying the debris
Space debris clearly stands out to be a
problem for the orbital environment. One
may ask, however, how many objects are
there and what one can expect when it comes
to the term ‘space debris’. After nearly 60
years of space exploration, the Space
Surveillance Network is tracking more than
750,000 pieces of debris. In earlier days of
space exploration, the upper stages of launch
vehicles were prone to explosions and
leakage of metals. Coolants from Soviet
nuclear reactors, ie sodium and potassium,
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were ejected after the end of their life cycle.
Due to low sublimation rates, they still exist in
form of spherical droplets about 100,000 in
number, each greater than 5 mm in size.
Interestingly, there is no official definition
of the term ‘space debris’. The Inter-Agency
Space Debris Coordination Committee
(IADC) has laid down guidelines for space
debris mitigation. These guidelines, which
became the basis for the space debris
mitigation guidelines developed and adopted
by UNCOPUOS in 2009, establish a series of
measures and good practices aimed at
reducing the risk of creation of debris.
These guidelines, however, are voluntary
in nature and not legally binding under
international law. Consequently, no binding
international norms regulating space debris
exist today, which is a problem. Moreover, it
has become apparent that these mitigation
guidelines are not comprehensive enough
and the current legal and regulatory
framework does not adequately respond to
the new challenges presented by NewSpace.
There have been proposals for an Active
Debris Removal (ADR) at the end of life cycle
in order to clean the space junk generated by
us. Space operators have started planning
and working on the possibility of refuelling,
repairing and even resurrecting satellites in
outer space. This is called ‘on-orbit servicing’,
which is another possibility to militate the
accumulation and clogging of orbital debris.

A new and broader approach was
provided with the concept of ‘space traffic
management’ (STM) in combination with
space situational awareness (SSA). STM is
considered a ‘concept to provide a framework
for the safety, stability, and sustainability of
space activities’. This concept has been
defined as ‘the set of technical and regulatory
provisions for promoting safe access into
outer space, operations in outer space and
return from outer space to Earth free from
physical and radio-frequency interference’.
Regardless of the approach adopted,
either political, legal or technical, a solution
must be found to ensure the sustainability of
future space activities. The number of
satellites launched into space is increasing
significantly and the quantity of space
objects orbiting the Earth, especially in low
Earth orbit, is causing serious concerns for
space agencies as it poses a key threat.
Nations need to come together reach a
consensus on how to address the issue of
space debris and the sustainable use of
space. Otherwise, after 60 years of space
exploration, those who have not had the
chance of reaching the stars might never be
able to do so.
l Authors Vinicius Aloia and Ananyo
Bhattacharya are with the Commercial
Space Project Group of the Space
Generation Advisory Council
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Satellite constellations bring
opportunities for UK businesses
arth-observation and connectivity are
transitioning toward a model of smallsatellite operators managing large
satellite
constellations,
with
Earthobservation seeing a huge increase in the
number of small-satellites. Operators are
flying fleets from as small as 3 to over 100
small-satellites, whilst connectivity has larger
constellations of 65-720 satellites.
Research
indicates
that
diverse
stakeholder groups across industries such as
agriculture, forestry, mining and maritime are
interested in procuring global information
system (GIS) products and services, provided
they are at affordable prices and are
accessible on computers and smart devices
through web-based platforms. The satellite
data product being expensive is the key
challenge and, in response, the small-satellite
operators are looking to provide cheaper
satellite imagery products and services.
Utilising commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
hardware for relatively cheaper space assets,
small-satellite operators are looking to field
constellations of small-satellites.
Most
of
the
existing
satellite
communications capability based out of
geosynchronous orbits (including GEO) does
not provide reliable coverage at latitudes
closer to the poles. Unreliable connectivity
scenarios over the polar regions have
become a deterrent to multiple human

E

endeavours in those regions which need the
support of critical communication links.
While fibre-optic cable network serves as
the backbone for global broadband
connectivity, those regions which are not yet
connected through the fibre-optic network do
not have access to broadband connectivity.
As a result, governments and commercial
organisations are facing challenges promoting digital services to populations in remote
locations. Small-satellite operators are
looking to field LEO constellations to deliver
wireless broadband connectivity to these
remote locations.
So what is the value proposition to
customers and end users? Earth-observation
domain operators are looking to support
existing GIS customers with low-cost satellite
data and new customers with big-dataanalytics based surveillance services that
enable data-driven decision making.
Connectivity operators are looking to work
with administrations globally to deliver
affordable broadband connectivity to remote
locations which are not connected by fibreoptic network.
Regular consumers will be part of the
customer group for both segments’
constellation
operators.
While
the
connectivity domain will cover more
consumers, Earth-observation will help
governments and organisations support an

equal number of consumers indirectly
through data-driven decision making.
Frequent data updates, connectivity
anywhere, and solutions accessible via Webbased platforms across diverse devices will
be key selling points for the services that will
utilise small-satellite constellations.

Value chain
The figure below, right, indicates the revenue
flow along the connectivity value chain with
respect to the small-satellite constellations.
The value chain is similar for GEO satellite
operators except the satellite operator role is
taken by small-satellite operators fielding a
constellation of small-satellites. The business
models will have the telecom operators and
solution providers deliver the connectivity
services to the end-users while investing in
cheaper satellite capacities from smallsatellite operators. The telecom operators will
procure the upstream capacities for backhaul
and solution providers will deliver customised
wireless broadband services through their
certified portable hardware.
The small-satellite operators in turn are
looking to field constellations to deliver the
upstream capacities. They also invest in
satellite manufacturing which is supported by
satellite manufacturers who in turn invest in
component and system suppliers. Overall, the
key aspect of the value chain is that small-

CONSTELLATION TREND: ASPECTS, IMPACTS AND OUTCOMES
Opportunities

Impacts

Ongoing industry efforts

Expected industry outcome

Small-satellites

Low-cost space assets

LEO constellation based
business models

New low-cost satellite products
and services

Need for persistent
surveillance

Multi-satellite missions

Formation flying constellations

Products and services with
frequent updates

Connectivity over remote
locations (including polar
regions)

Multi-satellite missions

Constellations with intersatellite connectivity

Global services with seamless
data-transfer capabilities

LEO operations

Fast moving satellites with
shorter mission times

Standardised manufacturing
through serial production

Persistent demand for smallsatellite hardware and launches

Earth-observation satellite
missions

Smaller sensors and operations
at 300-500km altitude orbits

High-resolution sensors for
standardised small-satellite
formats

Sustainable space operations
through self-cleansing satellite
missions

Connectivity satellite
missions

Smaller transponders and
operations at 650-800km
altitude orbits

Antenna systems for enhanced
throughput and coverage,
de-orbiting capability

Demand for satellite de-orbiting
services
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Satellite market analysis
satellite constellation operators can deliver
satellite capacities over polar and remote
locations are relatively lower prices. The lower
cost of manufacture and redundancy
inherent in small-satellite constellations also
reduces the risk associated with the business
model. The loss of one satellite does not
represent as significant an investment and
will not have as large an impact on capability
as it would for a traditional large, highcapability satellite.

REVENUE FORECAST: SMALL SATELLITE BASED CONNECTIVITY SERVICES
Source: Frost & Sullivan

Role of UK companies
The UK should consider an LEO constellation
for Earth-observation to support the military,
civil government, and commercial segment
users with low-cost options for reliable and
frequently updated surveillance data. Civil
government stakeholders, for example
DEFRA and the Coastguard, would benefit
from next-gen satellite-based surveillance
capabilities to identify and control illegal,
unregulated and unreported fishing, piracy,
illegal transshipment, illegal immigration and
human-trafficking, and other fast growing
maritime risks. Such efforts can benefit from
cheaper satellite imagery products and
services.
The revenue forecast (above) to 2017
covers service revenues accounting for new
subscribers from remote locations and the
subsequent drop in prices for connectivity
services. The growth to 2023 indicates the
expansion of the constellation and its
services across the globe. The levelling trend
afterwards indicates the standardised
availability of small-satellite constellationbased services to users globally, including
those in remote locations. The market
enablers will include web-based GIS
platforms, new business models, standalone
wireless broadband services and launch
vehicles.
The UK should consider the development
of a global LEO constellation or invest in a
suitable business to deliver affordable
satellite capacities to remote locations both
within the UK and globally. This effort will help
millions of new users joining the Internet,

which will benefit multiple industries directly
and indirectly. While this effort will be
relatively more expensive compared to an
Earth-observation mission, this can directly
impact everyday consumers in a very positive
way by enabling them realise uninterrupted
connectivity. The downstream impact will
cover solution providers and telecom
operators who will expand their portfolios.
LEO constellation growth will be
significant over the next decade and this will
require more space situational awareness,
the Satellite Application Catapult’s forecast
for the next four years alone is around 1,300
new small-satellites. However, from a
commercial standpoint, such constellations
will be able to deliver services comparable to
that of GEO systems at affordable prices.
Their low-cost nature will be the main driver
behind the price differentiator. This in turn will
enable multiple customer groups to utilise
satellite capabilities who otherwise could not
afford a GEO satellite capability.
The United Kingdom already has leading
small-satellite platform developers and
operators who have been helping satellite
businesses globally for decades. However,
they are few in number and the diversity of

applications is fairly limited. Establishing a
small-satellite business ecosystem focused
on affordable services for remote locations is
a potential opportunity for the UK space
industry.
Small-satellite
constellation
based
business models look to bring new customers
into the Earth-observation and connectivity
domain through delivering cheaper services,
these small-satellite constellations are not
only going to bring in new revenue, but also
are going to support the evolving launch
services market.
These constellations will also add value to
existing areas that utilise space capabilities
such as air-traffic management, air-toground (aeronautical) communications,
machine-to-machine communications, etc.
Thus, supporting the establishment and
growth of small-satellite constellation based
business models will help the UK support and
hold a significant amount of the evolving
global small-satellite market.
l Extracted from the Routes to Market
report produced by the Satellite
Applications Catapult, Innovate UK and
Frost & Sullivan

SATELLITE CONSTELLATION VALUE CHAIN AND REVENUE FLOW
REVENUE FLOW

l

Purchased data
services from
telecom operators
and wireless
broadband solution
providers
Customers in
remote locations

Wireless
connectivity solution
providers
l

Deliver wireless
broadband services
l Purchase capacities
from small-sat
operators
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l

Deliver upstream
capacities globally
l Purchase satellites
from manufacturers

Small-satellite
constellation
operators

Satellite
manufacturers
l

Deliver satellites to
operators
l Purchase
components and
systems from Tier
II/III suppliers

l

Deliver systems and
components
l Develop capabilityspecific satellite
hardware

Component and
system suppliers
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Geographic information systems
GLOBAL GIS MARKET 2018-2025

GIS COMPONENTS

Source: Technavio

GIS MARKET GROWTH

Source: P&S Intelligence

Methods

Hardware

People

GIS
2013
Software

Data

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Government

Water & wastewater

Telecommunications

Engineering & business services

Aerospace & defence

Oil & gas refining

Oil & gas exploration

Transportation & logistics

Healthcare

Others

HIGH LEVEL GIS DATA FLOW

Source: PCS

MARKET DATA
l The Global Geographic
Information System (GIS)
Market, valued approximately
USD 5.40 billion in 2016, is
anticipated to grow with a
healthy growth rate of more
than 9.85% from 2017-2025
l Increasing implementation of
LIDAR and increasing use of
Cloud Data technology for data
storing and collection are the
major factors which are driving
the growth
l

Europe and North America is
the leading/significant region
across the world in terms of
market share. Whereas, owing to
the countries such as China,
Japan, and India, Asia Pacific
region is anticipated to exhibit
higher growth rate / CAGR over
the forecast period of 2018 to
2025
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Earth observation
ver 600 Earth observation satellites
are constantly keeping an eye on us
from space – collecting data and
images, as well as monitoring and tracking
changes. Is there a commercial opportunity
in Earth watching, and how can companies
play in this space?
Analytical solutions based on Earth
imagery are used across a wide range of
industries, promising high impact and
disruptive changes. Defence and government
applications are still a key source of demand;
however, use cases in other industries are
gaining traction. These include:
l Agriculture – monitoring crop health,
estimating yield, and optimising production
and costs
l Insurance – monitoring assets,
assessing risk and detecting changes to
streamline insurance processes
l Disaster risk reduction – predicting and
monitoring of disasters to support rescue
and relief operations
l Infrastructure – monitoring deployed
assets, planning new installations and
predicting infrastructure failure
l Defence – national security and defence
monitoring (for example tracking maritime
and airfield activity
l Commercial – assessing market
dynamics, increasing visibility over supply
chains, analysing economic activity, etc
Early adopters tend to be from
technology-exposed industries. Customers
are increasingly demanding solution-based
services (such as intelligence, supporting
decision making) rather than pure imagebased products.
The Earth observation sector is expected
to continue its double-digit growth. Drivers
include the availability of cheaper smallsat
technologies and decreasing costs of
launching and operating satellites, which are
making commercial solutions more viable. At
the same time, advances in data analytics
and artificial intelligence make Earth
observation more accessible and enable the
emergence of new applications across
industries.
Investor interest in Earth observation has
significantly increased over the last five years.
Over USD 220 million has been invested and
over 50 start-ups were established. 2017 was
a boom year, with a 9-times increase in
invested capital compared to the average of
the previous four years.
Investor interest is driven by expansion of
use cases and applications, and potential
customers – eg going beyond governmentbacked demand. New start-up companies are
focusing on data analytics.

O

l Extracted from the Arthur D Little
report “A sky full of eyes – Exploring the
commercial opportunity in Earth
observation”
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Business opportunities
in Earth observation
START-UP INVESTMENT DYNAMICS IN EARTH OBSERVATION, 2013-2017

Source: Arthur D Little, based on Northern Sky Research
GLOBAL EARTH OBSERVATION DATA AND SERVICES REVENUE, USD BILLION

Source: Arthur D Little, based on Euroconsult
SATELLITE-BASED EARTH OBSERVATION MARKET BY SEGMENT
2017

2027

Source: Northern Sky Research
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Space tech venture market
ast year was another remarkable year
for space. Nearly $3.0bn of equity
capital was invested in space
companies globally in 2018, bringing the
cumulative total to $18.0bn invested into 412
space companies since 2009.
In 2018 we witnessed the realisation of
commercial small launch vehicles and, with
$1.6bn invested in the launch industry in
2018, we will continue to see this sector
mature in the year ahead. Venture capital
interest in space is growing rapidly, with 70%
of venture capital’s total $4.2bn investment
deployed in just the last three years.
In 2018 alone, 114 venture capital funds
made their first space investment, bringing
the total number of venture capital funds with
a space investment to 534. Venture capital
funds have primarily invested in Series A and
B rounds. Space investments are particularly
common among top-tier firms, as new
analysis reveals that 41% of the Top 100 firms
now have at least one space investment.

L

Satellites and launch
The number of venture capital rounds at
growth and late stages are concentrated
within the satellites (63%) and launch
industry (28%). However, at the early stage
(pre-seed, seed, Series A) we see a much
greater diversity of industries represented.
This dynamic shows that as the satellites and
launch industries mature, and venture capital
portfolio companies graduate, VCs are
expanding their space exposure to include
other industries.
Of the 455 investment rounds, 355 (74%)
were in the satellites industry, of which 180
rounds (54%) were in the Earth observation
sector, with the other 175 (46%) split
amongst manufacturing and components,
operations
and
ground
segment,
communications, and PNT. The launch
industry accounted for 72 rounds (16%) of
total venture capital investment, with 60
rounds (83%) going to the small launch
sector. Just 48 investment rounds (11%) went

Full year 2018 equity
investments at $3bn
TOP 10 MARKET INVESTMENTS FULL YEAR 2018
Seller

Buyer

Orbital ATK

Northrop Grumman

$7,800,000,000

Tencate Advanced Composites

Toray Industries

$1,150,000,000

Hispasat

Abertis

$373,000,000

Sea Launch

S7 Group

$150,000,000

Globecomm

Speedcast

$134,000,000

to emerging industries like industrials,
logistics, and planetary markets.
Consistent with the overall flow of capital
into the space economy, VCs have focused
primarily on the satellites and launch
industries. However, VCs appear more
overweight in satellites. Since 2009,
investment into the satellites industry
represents 57% of total capital deployed by
VCs, compared to 46% of total capital
deployed by all investor types.
Of the $2.4bn deployed into the satellites
industry, $0.9bn (40%) has gone to
companies in the Earth observation sector.
We suspect this sector is more palatable to
generalist VCs because, compared to launch
companies, they are relatively less capital
intensive and the path to revenue is shorter.
Pure-play Earth observation analytics
companies have been particularly attractive
to VCs for their hardware-free, SaaS-like
business models.
The $1.5bn of investment into the launch
industry is almost entirely concentrated in
small and heavy launch, with 97% deployed
between the two sectors. With SpaceX
dominating heavy launch in terms of total

Amount

capacity, new entrants in small launch, like
Vector+ and Rocket Lab, have attracted
venture capital investment for their flexible
and frequent launch business models,
benefiting from the growing smallsat market.

Global investment
The ‘entrepreneurial space age’ has gone
global. The US continues to lead global
investment in space, accounting for 57%
($9.6bn) since 2009. However, Q4 2018 saw
increased international participation with
significant investments in Chinese, German,
Singaporean, and Canadian companies.
Importantly, China now accounts for 5% of
total global investment since 2009,
illustrating that private companies will play an
important role in China’s strategic space
initiatives.
There are high-quality investment
opportunities from around the globe and
across all sectors – particularly in robotics,
secure communications, and deeper in the
satellite value chain.
l Extracted from the Space Angels
Space Investment Quarterly, Q4 2018

TOP 10 MARKET INVESTMENTS FULL YEAR 2018
Company

Round

SpaceX

Liquidity

SpaceX*

Undisclosed

Global Eagle

Liquidity

$150,000,000

Searchlight Capital

Spaceflight Inc.

Series C

$150,000,000

Thales Alenia, Telespazio, Mitsui

Rocket Lab

Series E

$140,000,000

Australia Future Fund

Thermo Companies

Liquidity

$100,000,000

Thermo Capital

iSpace

Series A

$90,225,000

Matrix Partners China

HyperSat

Undisclosed

$85,000,000

Incentrum Group

One Space Technology

Series B

$70,112,793

Vector Launch

Series B

$70,000,000
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Amount
$500,000,000
$273,199,776

Lead
Fidelity Investments
Baillie Gifford

CICC Jiatai Equity Funds
Kodem Growth Partners, Morgan Stanley
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Key trends and predictions for
2019 for space tech start-ups
018 was a year of significant milestones
in the venture-backed Space Tech
market, with acceleration and
innovation in small satellites and launch
vehicles. Strong growth prospects, fuelled by
a dramatic reduction in the cost of access to
Space and the exploitation of cloud
computing, remain positive.
The near-term outlook for emerging
category leaders is favourable, although
valuations across the sector will likely soften
during 2019 given the broader economic
backdrop. With a unique perspective from
seeing all the latest innovations in the space
and drone ecosystems around the world,
Seraphim Capital has looked at the key
trends impacting space tech start-ups, and
has a number of predictions for 2019.
Expansion of mega VC rounds for
emerging leaders in New Space – 2018 was
a breakthrough year with a record number of
space tech companies raising ‘mega rounds’
of more than $75m. We expect to see this
trend continue for emerging category leaders
during 2019. Whilst mega rounds were once
the preserve of SpaceX and OneWeb, 2018
saw a diverse range of start-ups, from small
launch rockets, smallsat constellations,
Space-based cloud providers to commercial

2

GLOBAL SPACE ECONOMY REVENUE BY 2040
$85bn, 8%

$109bn, 10%

Ground equipment
Government
Consumer TV
$103bn, 9%

Consumer broadband
Other
$412bn, 37%

$214bn, 19%
Source: SIA, Morgan Stanley Research, Thomson Reuters

drone and data companies successfully
closing large funding rounds.
These companies included SpaceFlight
Industries ($150m), Rocket Lab ($140m),
Cloud Constellation ($100m), iSpace China
($90m), HyperSat ($85m) and PrecisionHawk ($75m). We see this as strong
validation on both the market potential and
commercial progress made by leading
players in the ecosystem.
Let the 2019 Consolidation Games
begin – 2018 was an active M&A year in
space with defence primes and category
leaders looking to consolidate their positions

SPACE PLACEMENT IN INDUSTRY (SPIN): AWARD SCHEME 2019
The UK Space Agency, supported by its
delivery partner the Satellite Applications
Catapult, is making up to £30,000 available
under its ‘SPIN”‘placement award scheme
for projects that can be carried out by an
undergraduate or postgraduate student in a
relevant discipline.
This is a competitive process which
offers small grants up to a maximum of
£3,000 for each award. The scheme is run
to support the provision of paid work
placements for students within small and
medium enterprises (SMEs), universities,
charities, not-for-profits or government
agencies within the space sector and to
fulfill the skills and careers aims and
objectives of the UK Space Agency
education programme.
This in turn supports the aims of the UK
Space Agency by providing a context for
students to experience the breadth of
opportunities that the sector can offer,
developing skills crucial to the success of
the sector, supporting the growth of
businesses within the sector and raising
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Internet

$181bn, 17%

awareness of the UK’s space programme
and STEM subjects in general.
The UK Space Agency says a project
may be targeted at a student of a specific
discipline, or simply describe the skills you
are looking for. You may use it to highlight
critical future skills that your business will
require. The application should outline a
piece of work or role which will take a
minimum of eight weeks and be designed to
enhance the skillset of the successful
applicant whilst providing them with a
business context in which to apply their
skills.
The placement will vary from
organisation to organisation and may
involve: a piece of research or a small project
that would otherwise not be done; or
working as part of a team on a product or
client-focused project, or something more
independent.
The final date for placement proposals,
should funds not be exhausted before this,
is 5pm on 17 May 2019. More details can be
found on the UK Space Agency website.

through acquisitions. We saw defence primes
including Boeing and Lockheed expanding
into smallsats, and the continued
consolidation of satellite communications
service
providers
with
Speedcast’s
acquisition spree.
In Earth Observation, we saw data
providers continuing to move up the value
chain with Planet Labs’ acquisition of
Boundless
Spatial
and
UrtheCast’s
acquisition of Geosys. In 2019, we can expect
the consolidation process to pick up steam.
We don’t envisage any big IPOs in New Space
as tech companies are typically staying
private longer.
However, we do expect category leaders
such as Planet Labs and PrecisionHawk to
leverage their market position and funding to
expand into analytics and acquire specific
vertical expertise. Given big exits are likely to
remain elusive, we expect smaller early-stage
companies may begin to find accessing
funding more challenging, should macroeconomic drivers lead to a general
retrenchment from risk within the investment
community.
Mega-constellations
and
record
smallsats will launch – After years of
development, OneWeb and SpaceX will begin
to deploy their Low Earth Orbit (LEO) megaconstellations in 2019, albeit their full
constellation targets will take several more
years. Both are planning global coverage to
provide internet broadband to the billions of
unconnected. Crucially both still need to
define their ‘go-to-market’ strategy and solve
the ground segment element of their
proposition ahead of commercial roll-out.
Beyond these mega-constellations, record
numbers of other smallsat start-ups will
successfully reach orbit, including multiple
dedicated IoT constellations and potentially
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the first ‘swarms’ of the next generation of
miniaturized satellites – picosats. The advent
of these constellations of hundreds if not
thousands of satellites will pose increased
risks for Space debris. Demand for Space
Situational Awareness, and tracking and
removal of debris will consequently
accelerate, in our view.
Accelerating enterprise adoption of
geospatial AI and data convergence – As
more satellite data comes online from new
Earth Observation constellations with a
plethora of sensors (SAR, hyperspectral, RF,
IR etc), coupled with advances in AI and
machine learning, we expect to see an
acceleration in the commercial adoption of
geospatial analytics. In particular, we
anticipate that the benefits of SAR’s
day/night/all-weather imaging capabilities
will become increasingly prevalent.
We expect 2019 to be a defining year for
AI in space tech, as Fortune 500 companies
begin to shift from pilots evaluating how to
leverage geospatial data within their
businesses, and towards large-scale ‘real
world’ deployments. Such early adoption is
likely to be focused initially on using AI-led
automation to drive cost savings and
efficiencies.
Longer term, we believe the convergence
of satellite, drone and IoT imagery and
location data powered by AI will provide
powerful tools and insights to drive business’
broader digital transformation. We will also
start to see the polarisation of AI start-ups,
with some stars emerging at the expense of
those with technology stacks more reliant on
commoditised algorithms.
Space cybersecurity becomes a top
priority for governments and companies –
Addressing cybersecurity and the growing
vulnerability of mission critical Space assets,
including
satellites,
communications
equipment, ground stations and data storage
from new attack vectors have become
increasingly urgent for both government and
commercial players. We expect interest will
grow in new solutions designed to mitigate
these threats such as quantum encryption
and embedded security.
Rise of counter-drone solutions opens
up new business cases – 2018 brought into
sharp contrast the potential threat drones
pose to public safety with recent chaos at
Gatwick airport and an alleged attempted
assassination of a Latin American President.
We expect growing interest in security and
counter-drone solutions. More importantly,
regulators and the drone industry are
collaborating to ensure safety by piloting
remote ID, unmanned traffic management
(UTM) solutions, night missions and beyond
visual line of sight (BVLOS).
This will open up new business cases with
more autonomous and complex flight
missions. We expect this to drive further
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FANGS IN THE SPACE TECH MARKET
The likes of Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and
Google (the so-called FANGs businesses)
are increasingly active in the space tech
market. In July 2018, Facebook confirmed to
WIRED what many already suspected, that
it was building its own internet satellite.
Emails obtained from the Federal
Communications Commission in response
to a Freedom of Information Act request
filed by WIRED show that the social media
network wants to launch Athena, its own
internet satellite, in early 2019.
The information provided by WIRED
points to a new device designed to
“efficiently provide broadband access to
unserved
and
underserved
areas
throughout the world,” according to an
application the social network appears to
have filed with the FCC under the name
PointView Tech LLC.

enterprise market penetration of drone
solutions, especially in security, inspection
and survey for key vertical markets such as
Energy, Construction, Transportation and
Insurance.
FANGs take a bigger bite of space-tech
ecosystem – 2018 saw a continued push into
space by the world’s biggest tech companies.
The race intensified between Google and
Facebook with stratosphere balloons and
solar-powered drones to connect the people
around the world still without the internet.
Amazon too took aim at disrupting space
with the launch of AWS Ground Station, which
enables operators to download data from
space directly into the Amazon’s AWS cloud.
This new business model of pay-as-yougo integrated data services will drive more
rapid turnaround and significantly lower
cost/barriers to entry for new players. We
expect continued interest in space from tech
giants in the coming year with new
partnerships, projects and potential
acquisitions, driven by their vision of a
connected world of IoT and AI enabling
autonomous systems.
Some smallsat launchers will skyrocket
whilst others flame-out – Rocket Lab
became the first venture backed small
launcher to complete a successful
commercial mission in 2018. More smallsat
launchers (Virgin Orbit, Vector, Firefly and
Astra) are targeting orbital launches in 2019.
We estimate there are close to 100 start-ups
looking to address the small launch market of
sending potentially thousands of smallsats
into space in the coming years.
We think a shake-out is inevitable as these
launchers prove their reliability and launch
cadence while vying for market share.
China continues to flex its Space Tech
muscles – For the first time in history, China

Google, meanwhile, published a patent in
2017 highlighting plans to create a satellite
constellation of around 1000 satellites
orbiting around the Earth and covering
around 75% of its surface. the satellites will
be divided into two overlapping groups, with
each group having a different altitude and
inclination angle with respect to the Earth
equator.
For its part, Amazon has announced its
AWS Ground Station, providing a ‘station as
a service’ product that will enable
businesses to rent access to data from
satellites.
Amazon said that companies that have
not traditionally had the financial resources
to build and operate their own satellite
transmission infrastructure will now be able
to get access to satellite services ondemand via AWS Ground Station.

became the world’s top launch provider with
39 launches in 2018, versus 34 from the US.
China’s Beidou GPS navigation constellation
aims to rival the American (GPS) and
European (Galileo) satellite navigation
systems, and it recently achieved the world’s
first successful landing on the far side of the
moon. In the Space Tech start-up ecosystem,
the likes of iSpace, One Space and Landspace
already rival western smallsat launchers both
in terms of funding and technical capabilities.
In 2019, we expect Chinese start-ups to
extend their influence beyond the launch
market into all facets of the space tech
ecosystem, from smallsat manufacturing to
constellations. Near term, we believe Chinese
space companies will primarily focus on the
country’s large and untapped domestic
market. Longer term, they could represent
serious new competition on a more global
basis if we look at how Chinese drone maker
DJI has come to dominate the drone
hardware market.
Commercial human spaceflight comes
to life – Fifty years after the Apollo moon
landing, 2019 will be the year of commercial
human spaceflight. SpaceX and Boeing are
scheduled to fly their demonstration
missions to the International Space Station
(ISS) as part of NASA’s Commercial Crew
Development Program.
Space tourism will finally become reality
with both Virgin Galactic and Blue Origin
preparing their maiden flights on their
suborbital vehicles in 2019. We expect this
market to develop fairly slowly over
forthcoming years, as pricing will remain cost
prohibitive to all those other than ultra-highnet worth individuals.
l Author Josephine Millward is head of
research at Seraphim Capital
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ESA Invitations to tender
REF

DESCRIPTION

AO9101

EO SCIENCE FOR SOCIETY PERMANENTLY OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSALS EOEP-5 BLOCK 4

31/12/21

AO9671

ARTES CC - ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY - WORKPLANS EMITS / WEBSITE

31/12/21

AO9090

INVESTING IN INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION - INCUBED ANNOUNCEMENT OF PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITY (APO)

31/12/21

AO9427

NAVIGATION INNOVATION SUPPORT PROGRAMME ELEMENT 3 ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY (AO)

28/12/21

AO8859

ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY - PERMANENTLY OPEN CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS

01/12/21

AO8927

NAVISP ELEMENT 2 - OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSALS

31/12/20

AO5651

FRAME CONTRACT FOR MEDIUM SIZE INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS ON-ESTEC SITE, NOORDWIJK

31/12/20

AO9305

OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSAL FOR IAP- ESA BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

30/12/20

AO9569

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) - 5GRONINGEN

30/12/20

AO8872

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) KICKSTART ACTIVITIES

31/12/19

AO9128

ARTES SCYLIGHT ROLLING WORK PLAN

31/12/19

AO8893

ScyLight - Open Call for proposals

31/12/19

AO9038

CALL FOR PROPOSALS: EXPERT: POST-ISS HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS CAPABILITY IN LEO

31/12/19

AO9072

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) KICKSTART ACTIVITIES - PART 2

18/12/19

AO8793

ARTES C&G - CALL FOR PROPOSALS

20/10/19

AO9625

GUIDELINES FOR THE SAFE USE OF LASER TECHNOLOGY (SCYLIGHT SL.004) EXPRO+ (RE-ISSUE OF ITT 1-9260)

29/03/19

AO9589

FOURTH CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS UNDER THE PLAN FOR EUROPEAN COOPERATING STATES (PECS) IN BULGARIA

27/03/19

AO9568

H2020-ESA-028 S-BAND ADVANCED GROUND MODEM

22/03/19

AO9632

ARCHITECTURE DEFINITION FOR THE DATA FLOW OF THE COPERNICUS-EVOLUTION CONSTELLATION - EXPRO PLUS

19/03/19

AO9292

FEEDS WITH END FIRE RADIATION FOR SINGLE-REFLECTOR-BASED MULTIBEAM ANTENNAS (ARTES AT 5B.177)

15/03/19

AO9281

KA-BAND SOLID STATE AMPLIFIERS FOR HIGH VOLUME APPLICATIONS (ARTES AT 5C.359)

13/03/19

AO9650

SSA P3-SST-V - CHEIA PHASE 2

11/03/19

AO9624

EXPRO+ NAVISP-EL1-025: MULTI-SENSOR, MULTI-SYSTEM FOR SPACE PNT APPLICATIONS

11/03/19

AO9639

HIGH POWER (80KW) X-BAND UPLINK FOR DEEP SPACE MISSIONS - DEVELOPMENT OF WAVEGUIDE COMPONENTS

11/03/19

AO9670

PHASE 0/A SYSTEM STUDIES OF STEREOID

08/03/19

AO9135

FEASIBILITY STUDY INTO MULTIBEAM WIDE SWATH ALTIMETRY

08/03/19

AO9550

CCI KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE CONTRACT CONTAINING ODP, WEB, TOOLBOX, VISUALISATION AND EDUCATION THEMES

07/03/19

AO9612

9D.030 SPACE-BASED SERVICES FOR DISTRIBUTED ENERGY NETWORKS (SMART-GRIDS) FS

01/03/19

AO9592

EXPRO + XMM RAPID

01/03/19

AO9622

CLEANROOM EXTENSION FOR THE ESTEC TEST CENTRE

28/02/19

AO9499

LEVERAGING BIG DATA CONCEPTS IN FUTURE SATCOM NETWORKS (ARTES FPE 1A.103)

28/02/19
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REF

DESCRIPTION

END DATE

AO9607

PL_RM26 END-TO-END GROUND SEGMENT REFERENCE FACILITY MONITORING SYSTEM (EGMS)

27/02/19

AO9634

LOW-PROFILE PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA FOR PROFESSIONAL TERMINALS FOR BROADBAND GEO SYSTEMS

27/02/19

AO9651

COMPETITIVE FRAME CONTRACTS FOR THE SUPPORT OF GROUND STATION ANTENNA SYSTEMS - (RE-ISSUE)

25/02/19

AO9593

GALILEO PAYLOAD TEST BED

25/02/19

AO9618

OCEAN+ CARBON

25/02/19

AO9457

SSA P3-NEO-VIB - FLY-EYE TELESCOPE #01 INFRASTRUCTURE (SITE PREPARATION) AND DEPLOYMENT

25/02/19

AO9498

APPLYING OPEN SOURCE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES TO SATCOM SYSTEMS (ARTES FPE 1A.102)

22/02/19

AO9254

QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOLS FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS (SCYLIGHT SL.011) EXPRO+ PRIORITY 2

22/02/19

AO9652

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS AMBASSADOR PLATFORM FOR NORWAY

22/02/19

AO9619

REFUELLING INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT FOR ESPRIT

19/02/19

AO9648

SUPPORT FOR THE EXPLOITATION OF VEGA AND DEVELOPMENT OF VEGA-C AND VEGA-E LAUNCH SYSTEMS

18/02/19

AO9645

EXPRO+ NAVISP ELEMENT 1 (NAVISP-EL1-019):ULTRA-LOW POWER DEVICE POSITIONING CONCEPTS (RE-ISSUE)

18/02/19

AO9617

EARTH-MOON NAVIGATION / SYSTEM STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF A SPACEBORNE RECEIVER PROTOTYPE

18/02/19

AO9547

HEAT TRANSFER HOST 1 PHASE A2/BC/D/E1

15/02/19

AO9595

ARKTALAS - ARCTIC+ OCEAN

15/02/19

AO9608

MINIATURISED ASTEROID REMOTE GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVER (M-ARGO) IOD CUBESAT MISSION PHASE A STUDY

15/02/19

AO9554

SSA P3-SWE-XXXI: SPACE RADIATION APPLICATIONS FOR SPACECRAFT OPERATORS

15/02/19

AO9542

A NEW GENERATION OF LINKED EARTH OBSERVATION DATA SEARCH ENGINE

14/02/19

AO9273

PASSIVE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK FOR 1000-FIXED-BEAM-CLASS KA-BAND ACTIVE ANTENNAS (ARTES AT 5B.180)

13/02/19

AO9644

SKY SENSORS FOR ATMOSPHERIC RE-ENTRY MONITORING AND INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING FIREBALL NETWORKS

12/02/19

AO9588

FOURTH CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS UNDER THE PLAN FOR EUROPEAN COOPERATING STATES (PECS) IN SLOVAKIA

12/02/19

AO9536

ANTENNA USER TERMINAL WITH WIDE ANGLE IMPEDANCE MATCHING (WAIM) METAMATERIAL RADOME - EXPRO PLUS

11/02/19

AO9425

WORLD COVER

08/02/19

AO8941

HIGH Q DIELECTRIC RESONATORS (ARTES AT 5C.335) EXPRO+

07/02/19

AO9594

GRAPHENE BASED THERMAL STRAPS (C221-017FT)

04/02/19

AO8856

CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS UNDER THE ROMANIAN INDUSTRY INCENTIVE SCHEME - EXPRO PLUS

04/02/19

AO9601

PRM_03 1N MONOPROPELLANT & 10N BIPROPELLANT DUAL SEAT THRUSTER VALVE DEVELOPMENT

01/02/19

AO9559

EXPERT: E1X2-028 - DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION OF BATTERY EM FOR SAMPLE FETCH ROVER

01/02/19

AO9463

HIGHLY DISTRIBUTED SMALL GATEWAY ARCHITECTURES FOR VHTS APPLICATIONS (ARTES FPE 1B.123)

01/02/19

Each month Space Industry Bulletin updates these pages with the latest ESA invitations to tender, taken from the emits pages of the ESA
website. You can visit the ESA website for the full list (http://emits.sso.esa.int/emits/owa/emits.main), or usual our simple ‘quick links’ facility
on the Space Industry Bulletin website at www.spaceindustrybulletin.com/tenders
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UK Space Agency spending data

UK Space Agency funding
exceeds £10m in November
G

rants and funding to space industry
businesses
topped
£10m
in
November, making the month the UK
Space Agency’s highest for funding in the first
11 months of 2018. Over half of that value
(£5.7m) went to Surrey Satellite Technology
(SSTL).
Highlighting the value of this continued
funding, SSTL has been recognised by the
International Board of Trade for its exports
track record, totalling £1.15bn over a 30 year
period. Presenting the Award, International
Trade Secretary, Dr Liam Fox, said: “As a
global leader in the small satellite field, SSTL
is a fantastic advocate for international trade.
Accountable for 40% of the global small
satellite export market, the company is a
fantastic example of British expertise leading
the way in space technology.
Since the Company was founded in 1985,
SSTL has grown from 4 to 500 employees
and now has 40% of the world’s small
satellite export market, with an annual
turnover of £100m. With the launch of seven

satellites in 2018 alone, SSTL has now
launched 57 satellites on 34 launches from
eight launch sites around the world and has
also provided 18 space development and
training programmes for international
customers, including the US, Kazakhstan,
Nigeria, Chile, Thailand and South Korea.
Other big winners in the November
funding announcements included Reaction
Engines, which received a further £784k,
taking its total for the year to the end of
November to £3.8m as it continues to
develop and test its SABRE engine.
In Colorado, USA, the company has
recently completed construction of a facility
to test the precooler in high-temperature
airflow conditions, and the test article has
already been shipped out to the facility.
A further test facility at Westcott Venture
Park, UK, is due to be completed and
commissioned during 2019 and will enable
Reaction Engines to test critical subsystems, along with a the testing of a SABRE
engine core.

UKSA ROLLING 12 MONTHS FUNDING
November 2018

10,309,213

October 2018

9,279,877

September 2018

2,935,730

August 2018

7,592,231

July 2018

2,788,125

June 2018

2,603,365

May 2018

3,282,165

April 2018

4,544,749

March 2018

8,735,559

February 2018

3,792,526

January 2018

5,180,953

As part of its transparency obligations, the
UK Space Agency publishes its spending
report for each month. We strip out the
costs and expenses to look at the grants
and funding awarded to private
businesses and universities.

UK SPACE AGENCY GRANTS, JANUARY-OCTOBER 2018
COMPANY

AMOUNT

COMPANY

Reaction Engines

8,356,525

University of Glasgow

AMOUNT
75,044

COMPANY
Airborne Engineering

AMOUNT
10,000

Ecometrica

4,001,738

NSSC Operations

63,446

Belstead Research

10,000

Inmarsat Global

3,451,784

Curved House Kids

63,080

Space Science & Engineering

10,000

Stevenson Astrosat

2,344,187

City Science Corporation

59,950

Spacemech

10,000

Rheatec

1,566,536

Energeo

59,901

Oxford Brooks University

Winning Moves

59,775

Spincraft ETG

9,895

Lyonspace

9,800

Rothamsted Research

1,157,983

55,900

9,898

Janus TCD

916,786

CGG Services

Vivid Economics

734,864

Satellite Oceanographic Consl’nts 48,271

Alba Orbital

6,000

Avanti Communications

733,183

Dynamic Imaging Analytics

Argans

6,000

47,974

Rezatec

716,031

Leonardo MW

44,924

Open Cosmos

6,000

Earth-i

584,266

Horizon Space Technologies

40,000

British Triathlon Foundation

5,993

eOsphere

441,663

Atout Process

39,888

Guerilla Science Limited

5,426

Environment Systems

314,935

Nottingham Scientific

31,600

S&AO

3,001

Exactearth Europe

183,368

UNIP Management

30,432

Archangel Lightworks

3,000

Geomatic Ventures

162,224

International Space University

30,000

Children's Radio UK

3,000

Geospatial Insight

158,810

EU ECO Technologies

28,625

Geocento

3,000

The Aerospace Corporation

143,105

Seraphim Space Camp Accel

25,000

GMV Innovating Solutions

3,000

Orbital Express Launch

136,574

Telespazio Vega UK

23,140

Goonhilly Earth Station

3,000

AVS Added Value Solutions UK

129,892

Research Fish

15,977

Lacuna Space

3,000

Ambient Environmental

124,185

Magna Parva

14,757

Oxford Space Systems

3,000

Teledyne E2V UK

120,044

Institute for Research in Schools

12,328

Spottitt Ltd

3,000

Lena Space

105,000

Spacefund

12,000

University of Sheffield

2,967

University of Exeter

2,000

98,318

UKSEDS

11,325

Methera Global Communications

91,766

Deimos Space

11,081

The AS&DC

89,250

British Interplanetary Society

11,081

Haydale Composite Solutions
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UK SPACE AGENCY GRANTS/INVESTMENT, NOVEMBER 2018
DATE

EXPENSE TYPE

TYPE

COMPANY

30/11/18
29/11/18
29/11/18
29/11/18
29/11/18
28/11/18
27/11/18
23/11/18
23/11/18
21/11/18
21/11/18
19/11/18
16/11/18
16/11/18
16/11/18
15/11/18
14/11/18
13/11/18
13/11/18
09/11/18
08/11/18
08/11/18
07/11/18
07/11/18
05/11/18
01/11/18
01/11/18

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
Current Grants To Private Sector
Current Grants To Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Other Professional Services
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
Current Grants To Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
Current Grants To Private Sector
R & D Other Professional Services
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Other Professional Services
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Other Professional Services
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Other Professional Services
R & D Other Professional Services
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Other Professional Services
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant

Rothamsted Research
Lyonspace
EU ECO Technologies
Reaction Engines
Reaction Engines
eOsphere
Vivid Economics
Nottingham Scientific Ltd (NSL)
Reaction Engines
AVS Added Value Solutions UK
Stevenson Astrosat
Magna Parva
Energeo
Inmarsat Global
Energeo
Exactearth Europe
Oxford Space Systems
Inmarsat Global
Ambiental Environmental Assessment
Inmarsat Global
CGG Services (UK)
Geospatial Insight
Space Science and Engineering Foundation
Rezatec
Geomatic Ventures
Earth-i
Reaction Engines

28/11/18
23/11/18
23/11/18
22/11/18
21/11/18
21/11/18
21/11/18
21/11/18
21/11/18
19/11/18
19/11/18
16/11/18
15/11/18
15/11/18
14/11/18
14/11/18
14/11/18
14/11/18
12/11/18
12/11/18
07/11/18
07/11/18
06/11/18
02/11/18
02/11/18
02/11/18
02/11/18
01/11/18

Current Grants To Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
Technical Advice / Services & Support
Technical Advice / Services & Support
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
Current Grants To Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
Capital Grants To Private Sector
Capital Grants To Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Overseas Bodies
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
Current Grants To Private Sector
Capital Grants To Private Sector
Current Grants To Private Sector
Current Grants To Private Sector
Current Grants To Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor
Vendor

UK Launch Services
Airbus Defence and Space
Airbus Defence and Space
Airbus Defence and Space
Clyde Space
Clyde Space
Clyde Space
HR Wallingford
DSTL
Bradspace
Bradspace
Signosis Sprl
University of Southampton
Satellite Applications Catapult
Surrey Satellite Technology
Surrey Satellite Technology
Centre National D'Etudes Spatialtes (CNES)
Surrey Satellite Technology
University of Surrey
University of Surrey
Geodome Ltd
Mars Space
University of Leicester
DSTL
DSTL
DSTL
DSTL
Clyde Space

21/11/18
21/11/18
21/11/18
21/11/18
21/11/18
20/11/18
20/11/18
20/11/18
09/11/18

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector
R & D Sponsorship Support
R & D Sponsorship Support
R & D Sponsorship Support
R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only
WGA only
WGA only
WGA only
WGA only
WGA only
WGA only
WGA only
WGA only

STFC
STFC
STFC
STFC
NERC
STFC
STFC
STFC
NERC
TOTAL

www.spaceindustrybulletin.com

AMOUNT
137,304
9,800
18,625
200,000
434,685
145,027
89,907
31,600
37,7847
18,750
43,7113
14,757
7,413
195,939
7,413
48,019
3,000
256,613
11,339
128,263
22,100
22,579
10,000
55,993
21,500
230,706
113,243
8,700
124
19,400
52,500
88,000
9,912
88,000
113,435
13,176
2,776
2,776
8,320
18,614
268,283
1,000,000
3,801,565
127,900
948,435
48,675
58,500
12,000
12,128
11,677
48,624
65
5,104
88
26,194
-61,593
135,505
-284,467
455,147
203,482
-25,000
55,000
-30,000
16,636
10,309,213

23

24-25 JANUARY 2019 – GLASGOW, SCOTLAND
THE INFORMATION CONFERENCE OF THE NEW SPACE REVOLUTION
The DATA.SPACE 2019 agenda will showcase the areas in which
satellite data is being used and has the potential to be used across
the globe from the oceans to farms, from communication in space
to emergency disaster management on the ground, you will hear
about how satellite data is transforming sectors across the globe.

One of the key drivers of DATA.SPACE 2019 is to raise awareness
of the commercial opportunities that are being created by the
democratisation of space, providing a platform for thought-leaders
across start-ups, investors, and decision, policy, knowledge, and
data makers to network and discover our tomorrow, today.

DAY 1

DAY 2

Session 1: Service.Space

Session 1: Society.Space

It’s all about the service, the product, the data. Hear about
some of the newest and most exciting services to emerge
over the last year.

Discover how government bodies around the World are
looking to support and engage with commercial providers
for services that enhance society.

Session 2: Logistics.Space

Session 2: Challenges.Space

Global merchandise trade is worth in excess of 10 trillion
dollars. However, transferring merchandise throughout the
World is a complex logistical problem. Learn how satellite
data contributes to this sector, while also discovering
lucrative opportunities for your own business.

Satellite data has revolutionised the way we navigate,
communicate and monitor our surroundings, but with better
understanding comes new challenges. This session sheds
light on some of the emerging challenges in various sectors,
for which a space data solution might be the key.

DATA.SPACE Ones2Watch

Session 3: Emerging.Space

The hottest companies in the industry. Ones2Watch is a
quickfire showcase of the up and coming disruptors and
their exciting technologies.

It’s all about the innovation, the disruption, the opportunity.
Hear about the most exciting service offerings set to
emerge over the coming year(s).

Session 3: Humanitarian.Space
Ending poverty, ensuring equity and social justice, and
solving global humanitarian challenges requires a global
perspective. Hear how space enabled data and services
are changing the world for the better.

Session 4: Blue.Space
Shipping, tourism, fisheries, oil and gas, and renewable
energy all depend on the sea; as does the Earth’s health.
Find out where you fit in and discover how data from
space adds value to this $multi-trillion sector.

www.dataspace.xyz

